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xiii

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Working at the Intersections
Brooke Barnett and Peter Felten

Issues of diversity and inclusion are central in higher education today, and 
they will only become more important in the future as U.S. demograph-
ics change and globalization accelerates. Many colleges and universities 

have developed elaborate programs and structures to support inclusive excel-
lence. Nearly every campus has academic departments that study and teach 
human diversity, student life programs that welcome and support people 
with a range of identities, and human resource specialists to train faculty and 
staff in best (and in legal) practices.

However, the people on our campuses—the students, faculty, and 
staff—do not encounter diversity in the fractured ways that match the 
organizational structures of our institutions. For instance, a student is not 
an accounting major in the classroom, a woman in her living-learning com-
munity, a fi rst-generation college student in her advising support group, and 
a visa-holding undergraduate when working with administrators on paper-
work in preparation for a semester abroad. Instead, she is all of those things at 
once. Additionally, an individual’s identity is not fi xed; it evolves over time, 
and different aspects of identity might be more or less salient in different 
contexts. Still, as Ruthellen Josselson (1996) explained in her book Revising 
Herself, we typically do not experience the world from the perspective of only 
one facet of our identity, but see ourselves as an integrated whole: “ Living 
our identities is much like breathing. We don’t have to ask ourselves each 
 morning who we are. We simply are” (p. 29).

That unity is rarely supported on campus. Most higher education insti-
tutions are structured in ways that make organizational sense but may not 
refl ect the experiences and needs of our students. For example, a report pub-
lished by the American Council on Education (ACE) critiqued the ubiqui-
tous division between international and multicultural education programs 
on campuses across the United States (Olson, Evans, & Schoenberg, 2007). 
Students learn about diverse people and cultures, and about themselves, 
in remarkably similar ways through these two parallel structures. Almost a 
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xiv  INTRODUCTION

decade ago, the ACE suggested that this division should be bridged, if not 
eliminated. Since that ACE report appeared, however, few institutions have 
adopted its recommendations; many programs, even excellent ones, operate 
within organizational silos.

We believe that the time has come for institutions to move intention-
ally toward intersections—of study abroad and multiculturalism, of race and 
gender and religion, and of other essential aspects of our educational pro-
grams and our students’ identities.

This will not be easy. Exploring the intersections is complex work that 
can create new (or exacerbate existing) social or political tensions, and it may 
prompt competition for scarce resources. However, a focus on intersections 
opens doors to new possibilities that better prepare our students for life in 
a diverse world. It also allows our institutions to become more effi cient and 
effective as we strive not simply to do things better in our own separate 
spheres, but to do better things by working together across difference.

To encourage such a shift, Sturm (2006) emphasized the need for 
“institutional mindfulness” to ensure that we are attending to the complex-
ity of inclusion work on a college campus. This requires “creating institu-
tional roles that place people with knowledge, infl uence, and credibility in 
positions to infl uence practice at pivotal locations” within an organization 
and a community (Sturm, 2006, p. 251). While being positioned at the 
institutional intersections is essential, it is not enough. We also need atten-
tiveness to the plural, fl uid, and intersecting identities of individuals on 
our campuses (students, faculty, staff, and others). Only by attending to 
all of these intersections will we ensure that both diversity across the uni-
versity and diversity within and among groups are at the center of higher 
education.

This book aims to help readers, no matter what position they occupy 
on campus, to develop the knowledge and capacities necessary to do this 
essential work.

Throughout this book, chapter authors use intersectionality as a frame-
work to examine how a particular topic affects individuals, groups, poli-
cies, and programs on campus. Intersectionality is rooted in the premise 
that understanding identity, oppression, power, and marginalization can-
not be accomplished by looking solely at single identities. This is not an 
entirely new idea. In the 1850s, for instance, Sojourner Truth asked, “Ain’t 
I a woman?” and challenged the reformers at a women’s convention to con-
sider how gender and race intersect in American society (Painter, 1997). 
More than a century later, law professor Kimberlé Crenshaw (1989) coined 
the term  suggested by Truth—intersectionality. Crenshaw used this frame-
work to explain that various biological, social, and cultural identities interact 
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INTRODUCTION  xv

dynamically and must be critically examined to fully understand the basis of 
discrimination or oppression.

Researchers and educators now use intersectionality to go beyond a 
single aspect of identity or inequality and analyze how multiple aspects of 
identities and inequalities factor into experiences with power, inequality, and 
difference (Dill, McLaughlin, & Nieves, 2007). Intersectionality, in short, 
“provides a critical analytic lens to interrogate racial, ethnic, class, physical 
ability, age, sexuality, and gender disparities and to contest existing ways of 
looking at these structures of inequality” (Dill & Zambrana, 2009, p. 1).

Weber ( 1998) argued that prior to this emphasis on intersectionality, schol-
arship generally treated identity as “assigned a single location along a dimension, 
which is defi ned by a set of presumably mutually exclusive and exhaustive cat-
egories” (p. 18). This approach was and still is helpful for research and practice 
focused on single aspects of identity. The “single story” framework provides the 
basis of much of what we know, for example, about racial identity formation, 
and higher education researchers and practitioners commonly disaggregate data 
into distinct categories as a useful practice to ensure that variances across groups 
are understood. Yet such single-identity data rarely address the differences 
within groups or the impact of intersecting identities on students’ experiences 
in higher education (Bowleg, 2008; Jones & Abes, 2013; Jones & McEwen, 
2000). Although intersectionality can provide a clarifying lens to focus on 
the complexities of diversity on campus, it is not without fl aws; perhaps most 
importantly, some scholars have cautioned that attention to intersectionality in 
higher education can unintentionally obscure real differences by “fl attening,” or 
inappropriately equating all aspects of identity (Luft, 2009 p. 104). 

While the perils of superfi cial analysis are real, we believe that the inter-
sectional framework provides a helpful heuristic for exploring questions of 
diversity and inclusion in colleges and universities (Mitchell, Simmons, & 
Greyerbiehl, 2014; Ouellett, 2011). Like any heuristic, it is not perfect. 
However, focusing on the intersections helps us to be attentive to both the 
complexity of individual experiences on campus and the organizational 
structures that make it possible (or seemingly impossible) for us to engage 
deeply with diffi cult questions of diversity and inclusion.

This book explores the practices and perspectives necessary for rethink-
ing higher education to focus on the intersections of identity. Building on 
the emerging literature about intersectionality and on the rich scholarship 
about diversity and inclusion and rooted in the context of a range of dif-
ferent campuses, this book includes chapters by an array of experts from 
different institutions and roles. Each chapter offers action-oriented analysis 
focusing on particular campus intersections, rather than attending to specifi c 
demographic groups. Chapter authors also build on their own local expertise 
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xvi  INTRODUCTION

of doing this work on campuses that often do not have deep pockets or rich 
histories of such efforts.

The book is organized into three parts:

1. People focuses on the broad concept of diversity, considering how 
we recruit and engage the students, faculty, and staff in the campus 
 community and how we work with governing boards and others to 
 promote inclusive excellence.

2. Environment focuses on inclusion, including residence life, the local com-
munity, the working and learning environment, and external factors, such 
as national and international news events or town-gown relationships.

3. Learning focuses on perspective taking and learning about difference 
in the core curriculum, the disciplines, and the cocurriculum, as well as 
professional development for faculty and staff.

Part One: People

Chapter 1: Student Recruitment and Retention at the Intersections: 
A Case for Capacity Building by Alta Mauro and Angela Mazaris

This chapter explores innovative approaches to recruitment and retention 
of students, supporting identity without silos. It focuses on student  identity 
formation and development and explores ways to ensure that an institu-
tion’s strategy attends to the needs of current and future students while also 
 navigating the legal and practical complexities of this work.

Chapter 2: Recruitment and Retention at the Intersections: 
Colleagues by Paul Parsons

This chapter considers maintaining staff for continuity and development, 
creating positive personal and professional environments. While the student 
population turns over with every admissions and graduation cycle, faculty 
and staff colleagues often spend many years at an institution. How can an 
institution address recruitment and retention in ways that create a workplace 
of choice for colleagues from all backgrounds? 

Chapter 3: Leadership at the Intersection: A Developmental 
Framework for Inclusive Leaders by Niki Latino

This chapter explores a developmental model, grounded in critical race the-
ory, of White inclusive leadership. The chapter considers the implications 
and applications of this framework for leaders who have majority status in 
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INTRODUCTION  xvii

other salient identity categories (e.g., religion or sexuality) in their campus 
context.

Chapter 4: Leaders, Governing Bodies, and Advisory Boards by 
Jeff Stein and Leo M. Lambert

This chapter offers concrete examples and practical advice to engage campus 
boards, advisers, and institutional leaders with the important work of diver-
sity and inclusion.

Chapter 5: It Takes a Campus: Building Capacity to Sustain the 
Diversity Journey by Michael A. McDonald, Sarah B. Westfall, and 
Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran 

This chapter uses institutional and personal stories to stress the importance 
of personal commitment and agency for everyone on campus—faculty, staff, 
and administration—to further the goals of diversity and inclusion. How do 
we cultivate the buy-in and develop change agents across a campus (not just 
among the likely subjects)?

Part Two: Environment

Chapter 6: Striving for an Inclusive and Nurturing Campus: 
Cultivating the Intersections by Jon Dooley and Lucy LePeau

This chapter emphasizes the essential role of partnerships in the complex work 
of cultivating an inclusive campus climate for all students, faculty, and staff.

Chapter 7: When Things Go Wrong: Avoiding and Managing 
Collisions in the Intersections by Leigh-Anne Royster

This chapter focuses on creating and implementing bias and discrimination 
response and education teams that can function effectively across a range of 
identity and programmatic intersections.

Chapter 8: Bringing Life to Learning: Civic Engagement, 
Intersections, and Transforming College Students by Amy Howard, 
Juliette Landphair, and Amanda Lineberry

This chapter considers the location of the university, acknowledging it as 
both an asset and a challenge. How do you effectively cultivate the diverse 
assets within your local community, creating complementary intersections 
between town and gown?
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xviii  INTRODUCTION

Part Three: Learning

Chapter 9: Diversifying Diversity, Diversifying Disability by 
Danielle R. Picard and Nancy L. Chick

This chapter considers how ability and disability intersect in classrooms and 
shape the learning experience for all students.

Chapter 10: Leadership for a Global Caring Society by Ed Taylor

This chapter uses a single undergraduate course as a case study to explore 
how the diverse identities and experiences students bring to a classroom 
can prompt critical refl ection on the larger purposes and practices of higher 
 education.

Chapter 11: The Intersection of Life and Learning: What 
Cultural Wealth and Liberal Education Mean for Whole Student 
Development by Ashley Finley and Tia McNair

This chapter considers how the process of learning is central to students’ 
personal and civic identity formation.

Conclusion: Guiding Principles for Working at the Intersections by 
Brooke Barnett and Peter Felten

This fi nal section synthesizes the essential principles and practices from the 
previous chapters while emphasizing the need for thoughtful assessment and 
strategic planning to put intersectionality into action in all aspects of the 
university.

The practices and scholarship in these chapters capture some of the 
power of using intersectionality to think about and organize diversity and 
inclusion work on campus. Moving from theory to practice is rarely easy, but 
it is fundamental to the mission and purpose of higher education.
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